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Approximate Shortest Distance Computing: A
Query-Dependent Local Landmark Scheme
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Abstract—Shortest distance query is a fundamental operation in large-scale networks. Many existing methods in the literature
take a landmark embedding approach, which selects a set of graph nodes as landmarks and computes the shortest distances
from each landmark to all nodes as an embedding. To answer a shortest distance query, the precomputed distances from the
landmarks to the two query nodes are used to compute an approximate shortest distance based on the triangle inequality.
In this paper, we analyze the factors that affect the accuracy of distance estimation in landmark embedding. In particular we
find that a globally selected, query-independent landmark set may introduce a large relative error, especially for nearby query
nodes. To address this issue, we propose a query-dependent local landmark scheme, which identifies a local landmark close
to both query nodes and provides a more accurate distance estimation than the traditional global landmark approach. We
propose efficient local landmark indexing and retrieval techniques, which achieve low offline indexing complexity and online
query complexity. Two optimization techniques on graph compression and graph online search are also proposed, with the goal
of further reducing index size and improving query accuracy. Furthermore, the challenge of immense graphs whose index may
not fit in the memory leads us to store the embedding in relational database, so that a query of the local landmark scheme can
be expressed with relational operators. Effective indexing and query optimization mechanisms are designed in this context. Our
experimental results on large-scale social networks and road networks demonstrate that the local landmark scheme reduces
the shortest distance estimation error significantly when compared with global landmark embedding and the state-of-the-art
sketch-based embedding.

Index Terms—local landmark embedding, least common ancestor, local search, graph compression, query optimization.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A S the size of graphs that emerge nowadays from var-
ious application domains is dramatically increasing,

the number of nodes may reach the scale of hundreds of
millions or even more. Due to the massive size, even simple
graph queries become challenging tasks. One of them, the
shortest distance query, has been extensively studied during
the last four decades. Querying shortest paths or shortest
distances between nodes in a large graph has important
applications in many domains including road networks,
social networks, communication networks, the Internet, etc.
For example, in road networks, the goal is to find shortest
routes between locations; in social networks, the goal is to
find the closest social relationships such as friendship or
collaboration between users; while in the Internet, the goal
is to find the nearest server in order to reduce access latency
for clients. Although classical algorithms like breadth-first
search (BFS), Dijkstra’s algorithm [1], and A∗ search [2],
[3], [4] can compute the exact shortest paths in a network,
the massive size of modern information networks and the
online nature of such queries make it infeasible to apply
the classical algorithms online. On the other hand, it is
space inefficient to precompute and store the shortest paths
between all pairs of nodes, as it requires O(n3) space
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to store the shortest paths and O(n2) space to store the
distances for a graph with n nodes.

Recently, there have been many different methods [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] for
estimating the shortest distance between nodes based on
graph embeddings. A commonly used embedding technique
is landmark embedding, where a set of graph nodes is
selected as landmarks [6], [12], [14] (also called reference
nodes [11], [15], beacons [8], or tracers [5]) and the
shortest distances from a landmark to all the other nodes in
a graph are precomputed. Such precomputed distances can
be used online to provide an approximate distance between
two graph nodes based on the triangle inequality.

In this paper, we revisit the landmark embedding ap-
proach. According to the findings in the literature [5],
[12], the problem of selecting the optimal landmark set
is NP-hard, by a reduction from the classical NP-hard
problems such as vertex cover or minimum K-center [16].
As a result, the existing studies use random selection or
graph measure based heuristics such as degree, between-
ness centrality, closeness centrality, coverage, etc. Despite
various heuristics which try to optimize landmark selection,
all the existing methods follow the triangulation based
distance estimation, which estimates the shortest distance
between a pair of query nodes as the sum of their distances
to a landmark. As the landmark selection step is query
independent, the landmark set provides a single global
view for all possible queries which could be diameter apart
or close by. Thus it is hard to achieve uniformly good
performance on all queries. As a consequence, the landmark
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embedding approach may introduce a large relative error,
especially when the landmark set is distant from both nodes
in a query but the two nodes themselves are nearby. For
example, in a US road network with 24 million nodes and
58 million edges, landmark embedding (with 50 randomly
selected landmarks) has a maximum relative error of 68 for
one query among 10, 000 random queries we tested.

This observation motivates us to find a query-dependent
“local landmark” which is close to both query nodes for a
more accurate distance estimation. In contrast, the original
landmarks are called “global landmarks”. In this paper, we
propose a query-dependent local landmark scheme, which
identifies a local landmark specific to a pair of query nodes.
Then the distance between the two query nodes is estimated
as the sum of their shortest distances to the local landmark,
which is much closer than the global one. The query-
dependent local landmark scheme is expected to reduce
the distance estimation error in principle, compared with
the traditional global landmark embedding.
Challenges. The key challenges of the query-dependent
local landmark scheme lie in the following aspects. First,
efficient local landmark indexing and retrieval techniques
are needed. We cannot afford expensive online computation
to find a query-specific local landmark, as it would sig-
nificantly increase the query processing time. Second, the
shortest distance from a query node to a local landmark
needs to be efficiently computed. This distance should not
be computed from scratch at the query time. These two
factors are crucial to achieve efficient online query process-
ing. Third, the embedding index should be compact. The
estimation accuracy improvement and the query processing
efficiency should not be achieved at the expense of an
increase in the offline indexing complexity.

Bearing these goals in mind, we propose a shortest
path tree (SPT) based local landmark scheme, where the
shortest path tree rooted at node r is a tree composed
of the shortest paths from r to all the other nodes. The
SPTs rooted at global landmarks help to select the query-
dependent local landmarks between two query nodes. Our
main contributions are summarized as follows.
• In the traditional landmark embedding, we find that

the query-independent global landmark selection intro-
duces a large relative error, especially for nearby query
nodes which are distant from the global landmarks.
In light of this, we propose a query-dependent local
landmark scheme which finds a local landmark close
to both query nodes to improve the distance estimation
accuracy. The local landmark scheme proves to be a
robust embedding solution that substantially reduces
the dependency of query performance on the global
landmark selection strategy.

• Given a query node pair, the proposed local landmark
scheme finds a local landmark, which is defined as the
least common ancestor (LCA) of the two query nodes
in the SPT rooted at one of the global landmarks. An
O(1) time algorithm for finding the LCA on an SPT is
introduced. We show that the shortest path tree based
local landmark scheme can significantly improve the

distance estimation accuracy, without increasing the
offline embedding or the online query complexity.

• Facing the challenge of immense graphs whose index
may not fit in the memory, we also study to store
the embedding in relational database, so that a query
of the local landmark scheme can be expressed with
relational operators.

• We performed extensive experiments on large-scale
social networks and road networks with both memory
and relational database implementations. Experimental
results show that our local landmark scheme signifi-
cantly reduces the average relative error to the scale
of 0 − 10−3, which is orders of magnitude better
than global landmark embedding, and several times
better than the state-of-the-art sketch-based embedding
TreeSketch [14].

2 PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS

Consider a weighted undirected graph G = (V, E,w),
where V is a set of vertices, E is a set of edges, and
w : E 7→ R+ is a weighting function mapping an edge
(u, v) ∈ E to a positive real number w(u, v) > 0,
which measures the length of (u, v). We denote n = |V |
and m = |E|. For a pair of vertices a, b ∈ V , we
use δ(a, b) to denote the shortest distance between a
and b, and P (a, b) = (a, v1, v2, . . . , vl−1, b) to denote
the shortest path, where {a, v1, . . . , vl−1, b} ⊆ V and
{(a, v1), (v1, v2), . . . , (vl−1, b)} ⊆ E.

2.1 Landmark Embedding
Given a pair of query nodes (a, b), to efficiently estimate an
approximate shortest distance between a and b, a commonly
adopted approach is landmark embedding. Consider a set of
nodes S = {l1, . . . , lk} ⊆ V which are called landmarks.
For each li ∈ S, we compute the shortest distances to all
nodes in V . Then for every node v ∈ V , we can use a k-
dimensional vector

−→
D(v) = 〈δ(l1, v), δ(l2, v), . . . , δ(lk, v)〉

to represent its distances to the k landmarks. This is called
landmark embedding, which can be used to compute an
approximate shortest distance between nodes a and b based
on the triangle inequality as

δ̃(a, b) = min
li∈S

{δ(li, a) + δ(li, b)} (1)

This general embedding approach has been widely used in
many existing methods in the literature.

2.2 Landmark Selection
In the landmark embedding approach, a key question is
how to select the landmark set S from V , as the landmarks
can heavily influence the estimation accuracy of shortest
distance queries. However, selecting the optimal set of land-
marks has been proven to be NP-hard, by a reduction from
the classical NP-hard problems such as vertex cover [12] or
minimum K-center [5]. Due to the hardness of the landmark
selection problem, previous studies (e.g., [5], [12], [15])
proposed various heuristics, including random selection,
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degree, centrality, and coverage based selection heuristics.
But the performance of different heuristics heavily depends
on the graph properties, e.g., degree distribution, diameter,
etc. There is no heuristic that excels in all kinds of graphs.

2.3 Factors on Embedding Performance
Here we briefly discuss the factors that affect the perfor-
mance of landmark embedding.
A globally selected query-independent landmark set:
Most existing methods select a single set of global
landmarks which are independent of queries. Such a
query-independent landmark set provides a single global
view for all possible queries which could be diameter
apart or close by, thus it cannot achieve uniformly
good performance on all queries. The landmark set can
only provide a very rough distance estimation for a
query, especially when it is distant from both query nodes,
and the two query nodes are close by, as shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Distance Estimation with a Landmark

The number of landmarks k: In general, increasing the
number of landmarks k will improve the performance of
landmark embedding. An extreme case is k = |V | which
leads to zero estimation error. This actually corresponds
to computing all pair shortest paths as an embedding. As
a side effect, increasing k will cause an increase of the
query processing time and the index size, as the query
complexity is O(k) and the index space complexity is
O(kn). Thus, increasing k is not an efficient or scalable
solution to improve the embedding performance.

2.4 A Query-Dependent Local Landmark Scheme
In this paper we propose a novel framework, called local
landmark scheme, for estimating the shortest distance with
a small number of query-dependent local landmarks. In this
framework, the problem is formulated as follows.
Problem Statement: Given an arbitrary query node pair
(a, b) and a global landmark set S, our goal is to identify
a query-specific local landmark which is closer to the true
shortest path P (a, b) than any global landmark in a graph
G. The approximate shortest distance between a and b
is computed as the sum of their distances to the local
landmark.

The local landmark can be defined in an abstract way as:
Definition 1 (Query-Dependent Local Landmark):

Given a global landmark set S and a query (a, b), a
query-dependent local landmark function is

Lab(S) : V k 7→ V

which maps S to a vertex in V called a local landmark.

With the local landmark, we can estimate a shortest
distance of query (a, b) as

δ̃L(a, b) = δ(Lab(S), a) + δ(Lab(S), b) (2)

Let us see an example.
Example 1: Figure 2 shows an example graph with the

global landmark set S = {l1, l2, l3}. In this graph, a solid
line between two nodes represents an edge of unit length,
while a dashed line between two nodes represents a path
with zero or more intermediate connecting nodes and thus
a length no less than one.

For a pair of query nodes (a, b), the path in bold
(a, e, f, g, b) is the shortest path between a and b. The
shortest paths from the global landmark l1 to a and b are
(l1, . . . , c, e, a) and (l1, . . . , c, d, g, b), respectively. Based
on l1, the estimated shortest distance between a and b is

δ̃(a, b) = δ(l1, a) + δ(l1, b) (3)

But if we have the shortest distances δ(c, a) and δ(c, b), we
can have a more accurate distance estimation based on c
than that based on l1:

δ̃L(a, b) = δ(c, a) + δ(c, b) (4)

as we have δ̃(a, b) = δ̃L(a, b) + 2δ(l1, c).
As opposed to the concept of global landmark, we call

node c a local landmark with respect to query nodes a, b.
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Fig. 2. Local Landmarks

3 SHORTEST PATH TREE BASED LOCAL
LANDMARK
In landmark embedding, the shortest distances from each
global landmark l ∈ S to all vertices in V are precomputed
for the embedding purpose. To preserve more delicate
information, we can further consider the shortest path tree
(SPT) rooted at each global landmark l ∈ S.

Definition 2 (Shortest Path Tree): Given a graph G =
(V, E,w), the shortest path tree rooted at a vertex r ∈ V is
a spanning tree of G, such that the path from the root r to
each node v ∈ V is a shortest path between r and v, and
the path length is the shortest distance between r and v.

Figure 3 shows an SPT rooted at the global landmark l1
according to the graph in Figure 2. An SPT not only con-
tains the shortest distance information from the tree root,
it also preserves the more delicate structure information on
how the two query nodes are connected. Based on the tree
structure, we can identify a node, e.g., c, which is closer to
nodes a and b than l1. Based on this intuition, we propose
an SPT based local landmark function.
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Fig. 3. Shortest Path Tree Rooted at l1

3.1 SPT Based Local Landmark Function

In Example 1, we find that the distance estimation based on
node c, i.e., δ̃L(a, b) = δ(c, a) + δ(c, b) is a tighter upper
bound than that based on l1. If we look at the SPT rooted
at l1 in Figure 3, it is not hard to find that c is the least
common ancestor (LCA) of a and b.

Definition 3 (Least Common Ancestor): Let T be a
rooted tree. The least common ancestor of two nodes u
and v in T , denoted as LCAT (u, v), is the node furthest
from the root that is an ancestor of both u and v.

In light of this, we propose an SPT based local landmark
function, which returns the LCA of the query nodes a, b in
the SPT rooted at each landmark l ∈ S.

Definition 4 (SPT Based Local Landmark Function):
Given a global landmark set S and a query (a, b), the SPT
based local landmark function is defined as:

Lab(S) = arg min
r∈{LCATl

(a,b)|l∈S}
{δ(r, a) + δ(r, b)}

where LCATl
(a, b) denotes the least common ancestor of

a and b in the SPT Tl rooted at l ∈ S.
We can show that the distance estimation with the SPT

based local landmarks is more accurate, or at least the same
accurate as that with the global landmark set.

Theorem 1: Given a global landmark set S, ∀a, b ∈ V ,
we have

δ(a, b) ≤ δ̃L(a, b) ≤ δ̃(a, b).

Proof: First, δ(a, b) ≤ δ̃L(a, b) holds according to the
triangle inequality.

Next, ∀l ∈ S, r = LCATl
(a, b), we have

δ(l, a) + δ(l, b) = δ(r, a) + δ(r, b) + 2δ(r, l)

As δ(r, l) ≥ 0, we have

δ(r, a) + δ(r, b) ≤ δ(l, a) + δ(l, b)

Consequently,

δ̃L(a, b) = min
l∈S

{δ(LCATl
(a, b), a) + δ(LCATl

(a, b), b)}
≤ min

l∈S
{δ(l, a) + δ(l, b)}

= δ̃(a, b)

To efficiently calculate δ̃L(a, b), a 6= b ∈ V , we have:

δ̃L(a, b) = min
l∈S

{δ(LCATl
(a, b), a) + δ(LCATl

(a, b), b)}
(5)

= min
l∈S

{δ(l, a) + δ(l, b)− 2δ(l, LCATl
(a, b))}

When LCATl
(a, b), ∀l ∈ S is known, Eq.(5) can be

computed in O(|S|) time. For each l ∈ S, it simply
looks up three embedded distances δ(l, a), δ(l, b) and
δ(l, LCATl

(a, b)).

3.2 LCA Computation
We introduce the techniques in [17] for efficiently finding
the LCA of two nodes in an SPT T in O(1) time with an
O(n) size index, where n is the number of nodes in T . A
closely related problem to LCA is Range Minimum Query
(RMQ), the solution to which leads to the solution to LCA.

Definition 5 (Range Minimum Query): Let A be an ar-
ray of length n, namely A[1, . . . , n]. For indices 1 ≤ i ≤
j ≤ n, RMQA(i, j) returns the index of the smallest
element in the subarray A[i, . . . , j].

This linkage between the two problems is based on the
following observation. LCAT (a, b) is the shallowest node
encountered between the visits to a and b during a depth
first search of a tree T . Based on this linkage, we can reduce
the LCA problem to RMQ as follows:

1) Perform a depth first search on the tree T and record
the node label sequence trace[1, . . . , 2n − 1] in
the Euler Tour of the tree. The Euler Tour of T
traverses each of the n − 1 edges in T twice, once
in each direction, during a DFS traversal. Therefore,
the array trace has a length 2n − 1. For example,
for the shortest path tree in Figure 3, trace =
(l1, . . . , c, e, a, . . . , h, . . . , l3, . . . , h, . . . , a, e, p, e, f, e,
c, d, . . . , l2, . . . , d, g, b, g, d, c, . . . , l1).

2) Record the level of the nodes in T in an array
L[1, . . . , 2n− 1], where L[i] is the level of the node
trace[i]. We define the level of the root as 0, and the
level of a child increases that of its parent by 1.

3) For the n nodes in the tree T , record the timestamp
of each node in stamp[1, . . . , n], where stamp[a] =
mini{trace[i] = a}, a ∈ V . Here the “timestamp”
refers to a counter of consecutively increasing inte-
gers starting from 0. The stamp array records the
time when a node is visited for the first time.

With the above transformation, without loss of generality,
for two nodes a, b, let stamp[a] < stamp[b], then

LCAT (a, b) = trace[ arg min
stamp[a]≤i≤stamp[b]

L[i]] (6)

= trace[RMQL(stamp[a], stamp[b])]

The query RMQL(stamp[a], stamp[b]) finds the index
of the node with the smallest level, i.e., the shallowest node,
in the subarray L[stamp[a], stamp[b]]. According to [17],
an RMQ query can be answered in O(1) time with an
index of size O(n). We need to perform the DFS traversal
|S| times, one for each landmark, thus it takes O(|S|n)
processing time and O(|S|n) index space in total.
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3.3 Complexity Analysis
We analyze the online query complexity and the offline
embedding complexity of LLS.
Online Query Time Complexity: The query is based
on Eq.(5). For each global landmark l ∈ S, there are
three lookup operations to retrieve the embedded distances,
which take O(1) time. In addition, there is an LCA query
which can be answered in O(1) time by RMQ. For all
global landmarks in S, the query time complexity is O(|S|).
Offline Embedding Space Complexity: The space re-
quirement of LLS can be partitioned into three parts: (1)
embedded distances from each global landmark to every
node in the graph in O(|S|n) space; (2) shortest path
trees and the corresponding trace, L and stamp arrays
for all global landmarks in O(|S|n) space; and (3) RMQ
index tables for all global landmarks in O(|S|n) space.
Combining the above three factors, the offline embedding
space complexity of LLS is O(|S|n) .
Offline Embedding Time Complexity: Given a global
landmark set S, the time complexity to compute the single-
source shortest paths from a landmark by Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm [1] is O(m + n log n). It can be simplified to
O(n log n) when the graph G is sparse. We also have
to build the RMQ index in O(n) time for each global
landmark in S. Thus the total embedding time complexity
is O(|S|n log n).

When compared with GLS, it is not hard to verify
that our LLS has the same online query complexity and
offline embedding complexity, although our complexities
have slightly larger constant factors.

3.4 Extending LLS to Directed Graphs
Our LLS method is mainly designed for undirected graphs.
Here we briefly discuss how to extend it to handle directed
graphs. For each landmark l, we build two SPTs rooted
at l. One is a backward tree TBl, where the tree path
PTBl

(v, l) is the shortest path from v to l for v ∈ V .
The other is a forward tree TFl, where the tree path
PTFl

(l, v) is the shortest path from l to v for v ∈ V .
Given a query (x, y), for landmark l, we first retrieve
two tree paths, PTBl

(x, l) and PTFl
(l, y), then find one of

their common nodes with the smallest distance estimation,
i.e., minv∈PT Bl

(x,l)∩PT Fl
(l,y){d(x, v) + d(v, y)}, as a local

landmark candidate. Finally, we report

d̃(x, y) = min
l∈S

{ min
v∈PT Bl

(x,l)∩PT Fl
(l,y)

{d(x, v) + d(v, y)}}

as the approximate distance. Using hashing techniques, the
query time is O(Σl∈S(|PTBl

(x, l)| + |PTFl
(l, y)|)) where

|PTBl
(x, l)| and |PTFl

(l, y)| denote the number of hops
in the corresponding paths. The embedding uses O(|S|n)
space to store the forward and backward SPTs for all
landmarks in S.

4 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
In this section, we propose two additional techniques, graph
compression and local search to further optimize the perfor-
mance of our local landmark scheme. Graph compression

aims to reduce the embedding index size by compressing
the graph nodes, and local search performs limited scope
online search to improve the distance estimation accuracy.

4.1 Index Reduction with Graph Compression
As we have shown, the embedding index takes O(|S|n)
space, which is a linear function of the graph node number
n. Thus we can effectively reduce the embedding index size
if the graph nodes can be compressed. Towards this goal,
we propose graph compression techniques which reduce
some simple local graph structures with low-degree nodes
to a representative node. Our compression techniques are
lossless, thus do not sacrifice the distance query accuracy.

4.1.1 Graph Compression and Index Construction
We first define two types of special graph nodes, i.e., tree
node and chain node.

Definition 6 (Graph Incident Tree and Tree Node): A
tree T = (VT , ET , r) with the root r is a graph incident
tree on a graph G = (V, E) if (1) VT ⊂ V , ET ⊂ E; and
(2) for any path P (u, v) between u ∈ VT and v ∈ V −VT ,
P must go through the tree root r. A graph incident tree
is maximal if it is not contained in another graph incident
tree. The nodes VT − {r} are called tree nodes and the
root r is the entry node of all tree nodes in T .

i j k
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g
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Fig. 4. Graph Compression Example

For example, in Figure 4, the tree with nodes
a, b, c, d, e, f is a maximal graph incident tree, where the
root a is the entry node and nodes b, c, d, e, f are the tree
nodes. A graph incident tree can be simply discovered
by recursively removing graph nodes with degree 1 until
the entry node is met (with degree > 1). As the entry
node is the only access point for a tree node to connect
to the rest of the graph, it is sufficient to keep the entry
node as a representative. The graph incident tree is thus
compressed to the entry node by removing all the tree
nodes. In addition, the distance from each tree node to the
entry node is saved in an array. After we remove all tree
nodes, we next identify the chain nodes.

Definition 7 (Chain Node): Given a graph G = (V,E),
a chain node v ∈ V is a non tree node with degree(v) = 2.

If we trace through the two edges incident on a chain
node respectively, the two nodes which are first encountered
through the chain with a degree greater than 2 are called
end nodes. The two end nodes may be identical when a
cycle exists. For example in Figure 4, nodes i and j are
chain nodes with end nodes h and k. We will remove the
chain nodes and the incident edges, and then connect the
two end nodes with a new edge, whose length is equal to
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the length of the chain. The distances from a chain node
to both end nodes are saved in an array.

After we remove the tree nodes and chain nodes and
their incident edges from a graph G = (V,E), we obtain a
compressed graph G′ = (V ′, E′). Then the index structures
including the embedded distances, shortest path trees and
RMQ index tables are constructed on top of G′, instead of
G. As |V ′| < |V |, the index size can be effectively reduced.

One point worth noting is that, as a graph incident tree
is compressed to a single entry node, the tree structure is
lost. When given two query nodes from the same tree, their
LCA cannot be identified from the compressed graph G′.
For example, for nodes e, f in Figure 4, their LCA d cannot
be identified from the compressed graph, as d has been
removed as a tree node. In order to handle such queries, we
select one global landmark l ∈ V and build the embedding
index including the shortest path tree and RMQ table on
the original graph; and select the other global landmarks
from V ′ and build the index on the compressed graph. For
any two tree nodes on the same graph incident tree, e.g.,
e, f , their LCA is the same in all shortest path trees rooted
at any global landmarks. Thus it is sufficient to build the
full index on the original graph for one global landmark
only. The space complexity is O(n + (|S| − 1)n′), which
is smaller than O(|S|n) on the original graph.

4.1.2 Query Processing on Compressed Graph
Given a query (a, b), if a, b ∈ V ′, the local landmark based
approximate shortest distance δ̃L(a, b) can be estimated by
Eq.(5) in the same way as in the original graph; otherwise,
if at least one of a, b is a tree node or chain node and not
in V ′, then

δ̃L(a, b) = min
ra∈map(a),
rb∈map(b)

{δ(a, ra) + δ̃L(ra, rb) + δ(b, rb)}

(7)
where map(a) contains the representative nodes for a,
defined as follows: (1) if a is a tree node, map(a) contains
the corresponding entry node; (2) if a is a chain node,
map(a) contains the two end nodes; and (3) if a ∈ V ′,
map(a) is a itself. The intermediate query δ̃L(ra, rb) can
be answered by Eq.(5), as ra, rb ∈ V ′, according to the
definition of map().

There are two special cases to be handled separately.
1) If a, b are tree nodes from the same graph incident

tree, the query δ̃L(a, b) can be answered with the
local landmark from the index on the original graph.
For example, for query (e, f) in Figure 4, δ̃L(e, f) =
δ(e, d) + δ(f, d), where d is the LCA of e and f .

2) If a, b are two chain nodes with the same end nodes,
then δ̃L(a, b) = min{d, |δ(a, r)−δ(b, r)|}, where d is
estimated by Eq.(7), and r is either one of the two end
nodes. For example, for query (i, j) in Figure 4, there
are two paths P1 = (i, j) and P2 = (i, h, n, k, j)
between i and j. The distance δ̃L(i, j) is estimated
by the shorter one among P1 and P2.

Our graph compression is lossless. Thus in all the above
cases, the estimated distance based on the compressed

graph will be the same as that based on the original graph.

4.2 Improving Accuracy by Local Search
In this subsection, we propose an online local search (LS)
technique which performs a limited scope local search on
the graph and may find a shortcut with a smaller distance
than that based on LLS. Given a query (a, b), for each
global landmark l ∈ S, we can find LCATl

(a, b) in Tl

rooted at l. The shortest path between a query node and a
local landmark LCATl

(a, b) can also be obtained from the
corresponding SPT Tl. If we trace the shortest paths from
a to all the LCAs (similarly from b to all the LCAs), we
can form two partial shortest path trees rooted at a and b
respectively, e.g., Ta and Tb in Figure 5 following Example
1. A leaf node in such trees must be an LCA; while it is
also possible an LCA is an intermediate node, if it lies on
the shortest path from a query node to another LCA, e.g.,
the intermediate node c in Ta in Figure 5 (a).

a

c
d

e

h

d

(a) Ta

bg
p

c
d

h
(b) Tb

Fig. 5. Partial Shortest Path Trees

The local search expands a partial shortest path tree T
by a width of c, i.e., for each node in T , its neighbors
within c hops in the graph are included in the expanded
tree T c. For the two expanded trees T c

a and T c
b rooted

at the query nodes, the common nodes of T c
a and T c

b act
as bridges to connect the two query nodes. We will find
a path connecting the two query nodes through a bridge
with the smallest distance. If the distance is smaller than
the estimation δ̃L(a, b) by LLS, we will report this local
search distance as a more accurate estimation for the query
(a, b). Figure 6 shows the 1-hop expanded trees T 1

a and T 1
b ,

where the 1-hop neighbors of every tree node in Ta and Tb

are included. The yellow shade illustrates (in an abstract
way) that each node in the dashed path is also expanded
to include its 1-hop neighbor. Based on the expanded trees
there are four paths connecting a and b, i.e., (a, e, c, d, g, b),
(a, e, f, g, b), (a, e, p, . . . , b) and (a, . . . , h, . . . , p, . . . , b).
As (a, e, f, g, b) has the shortest distance between a and
b, we return the distance as the answer.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the local search.
Lines 2-3 build two partial shortest path trees rooted at
a and b respectively to all the local landmarks. Lines 4-5
expand the two trees to include the neighbors within c hops
for each tree node. distT c

a
(a, r) in line 8 represents the path

length from a to r in the expanded tree T c
a .

The setting of the search width c is a trade-off between
the accuracy and the online query cost. If we set c to 2
or above, for graphs with high average degree, e.g., social
networks, the online search space will explode and the
query time will become too long. On the other hand, if
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a

c
d

e f g

h
z

x

p

y

(a) T 1
a

x y

z

c
d

e f g

h p

b

(b) T 1
b

Fig. 6. 1-Hop Expanded Trees T 1
a and T 1

b

Algorithm 1 Local Search
Input: A query (a, b) and the expansion width c.
Output: The shortest distance of a path.

1: LCA ← {LCATl
(a, b)|l ∈ S}

2: Ta ← partial SPT (a, LCA)
3: Tb ← partial SPT (b, LCA)
4: T c

a ← Tree Expansion(Ta, c)
5: T c

b ← Tree Expansion(Tb, c)
6: dist ←∞
7: for r ∈ T c

a ∩ T c
b do

8: if distT c
a
(a, r) + distT c

b
(b, r) < dist then

9: dist ← distT c
a
(a, r) + distT c

b
(b, r)

10: return dist

we set c = 0 without edge expansion, it will be faster
but much less accurate than the c = 1 case (note that LS
with c = 0 is more accurate than LLS or the same, since it
searches a shortcut between two query nodes by connecting
two partial trees directly). Thus, in our experiment, we set
c = 1 to achieve a good balance.

4.2.1 Comparing Local Search with TreeSketch

TreeSketch [14] is a sketch-based method for shortest dis-
tance/path estimation. It also uses online search to improve
the accuracy. The main differences between TreeSketch and
LS include different search order and stop condition. In
TreeSketch, the sketch of node s denoted as Ts is a tree
rooted at s. For a query q = (s, d), TreeSketch performs
a bi-directional search on Ts and Td, and the expansion
follows a breadth-first search order on each side. Let VBFS

and VRBFS denote the sets of visited nodes from two
sides respectively. Consider u ∈ Ts and v ∈ Td that
are two nodes under expansion in the current iteration.
TreeSketch checks if there is an edge from u to a node
in VRBFS or from a node in VBFS to v. If yes, then an
s-d path is found and added to a queue Q. Denote the
length of the shortest path in Q as lmin, the algorithm
terminates if dist(s, u)+dist(v, d) ≥ lmin. This early stop
condition may miss a better shortcut and thus return a less
optimal answer. Figure 7 is an example. l1 and l2 are two
landmarks. For query (s, d), all the solid arrows are edges
in Ts∪Td while the dashed arrows are not. The solid curves
are paths with one or more edges in Ts or Td. During
the search process, when b is visited, VBFS = {j, a, f}
and VRBFS = {e, c, b}, TreeSketch finds the first shortcut

l1
d

e

h

b c

VRBFS

l2

s

f
j
VBFS

a

Fig. 7. Comparing Local Search with TreeSketch

p = p(s, a) ◦ (a, b) ◦ p(b, d) = (s, a, b, c, e, d), and updates
lmin = 5. TreeSketch finds dist(s, f) + dist(b, d) = 5 =
lmin and then terminates the search. In contrast, LS can
find a better shortcut p∗ = (s, j, f, h, d) with length 4 by
local search, but p∗ is missed by TreeSketch due to its early
stop mechanism.

5 LOCAL LANDMARK SCHEME ON RELA-
TIONAL DATABASE

Although the proposed memory based LLS and LS methods
can estimate an approximate shortest distance between
two nodes efficiently, the index size in O(|S|n) increases
linearly with the graph size. For very large graphs, the index
may become too large to fit in the memory. This limitation
motivates us to consider a scalable disk-based index. In
this section, we propose to build a disk-based index on
relational database (RDB) due to its powerful indexing
and query optimization mechanisms. In the following, we
will study how to design a database schema to store the
index and how to use RDB features to optimize the query
performance.

5.1 LLS on Relational Database

We first study how to implement the local landmark scheme
on relational database, denoted as LLSdb. To distinguish, the
memory based LLS described before is denoted as LLSmem.

5.1.1 Database Schema For LLSdb

Recall the local landmark scheme estimates a shortest
distance of a query (a, b) as δ̃L(a, b) = δ(Lab(S), a) +
δ(Lab(S), b) in Eq.(2). If we store δ(Lab(S), a) and
δ(Lab(S), b) in a relational table, they can be retrieved to
answer a shortest distance query. Thus we create a table,
called TblD, with TblD schema = (s, t, d) where s, t ∈ V
are two nodes and d = δ(s, t) is the true shortest distance
from s to t. (s, t) is designated as the primary key to support
efficient selection and join operations on them.

We populate TblD to build a local landmark embedding
as follows. On an SPT rooted at a global landmark l,
consider a path P (v, l) = (v, v1, v2, . . . , vt, l) for any
v ∈ V , we calculate δ(v, vi) = δ(v, l)− δ(vi, l) and insert
the tuple 〈v, vi, δ(v, vi)〉 into TblD, for i = 1, 2, . . . , t.
Algorithm 2 shows how to populate TblD using SPTs and
the shortest distance δ(v, l), ∀v ∈ V and ∀l ∈ S.

Example 2: Figure 8 shows a graph with two global
landmarks l1 and l2. Based on the SPTs rooted at l1 and
l2 respectively, we can build TblD on the right, which only
lists tuples with attribute s = a or s = b here.
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Algorithm 2 Constructing TblD
Input: SPTs for landmark set S and δ(v, l), v ∈ V, l ∈ S

1: for ∀v ∈ V, l ∈ S do
2: Obtain P (v, l) = (v, v1, v2, . . . , vt, l) from SPT Tl;
3: for i = 1, . . . , t do
4: δ(v, vi) ← δ(v, l)− δ(vi, l);
5: Insert tuple 〈v, vi, δ(v, vi)〉 into TblD;

l1

l2
a

b

c

de

f
g

s t d
a e 1
a c 2
a l1 3
a g 1
a l2 2
b g 1
b d 2
b c 3
b l1 4
b l2 1

Fig. 8. Example for Building TblD

5.1.2 LLSdb Query

For LLSdb, we express the shortest distance query in
relational algebra as follows.

δ̃LLSdb
(x, y) ← Gmin(t1.d+t2.d)(ρt1(σs=x(TblD))

./t1.t=t2.t ρt2(σs=y(TblD))) (8)

which is composed of a join operation and an aggregation
operation. Firstly, it selects two groups of tuples where
s = x and s = y and renames them as t1 and t2
respectively, then it joins t1 and t2 using the condition
t1.t = t2.t. Such t1.t is a local landmark. In LLSdb, any
node can be a local landmark, as long as it satisfies the
condition t1.t = t2.t. This is different from LLSmem which
restricts the local landmarks as LCAs of two query nodes.
Finally, the aggregation operator Gmin finds the minimum
t1.d + t2.d over all joined tuples.

5.1.3 Accuracy Analysis

LLSdb is more accurate, or at least the same accurate as
LLSmem, i.e.,

δ̃LLSdb
(x, y) ≤ δ̃LLSmem(x, y)

The proof can be sketched as follows. LLSmem uses LCAs
on SPTs as local landmarks. For any global landmark
l ∈ S, we denote LCATl

(x, y) as r. Obviously, tuples
〈x, r, δ(x, r)〉 and 〈y, r, δ(y, r)〉 are in TblD and they satisfy
the t1.t = t2.t condition. Thus the LCAs are a subset of
local landmarks considered in LLSdb. Under the aggrega-
tion operator Gmin, we prove δ̃LLSdb

(x, y) ≤ δ̃LLSmem(x, y).
Example 3 shows one such case.

Example 3: In Figure 8, there are two global landmarks
l1 and l2. Given a query (a, b), LCATl1

(a, b) = c, and
LCATl2

(a, b) = l2. Therefore, by LLSmem we have

δ̃LLSmem(a, b) = min{δ(a, c)+δ(b, c), δ(a, l2)+δ(b, l2)} = 3

In comparison, in LLSdb, we have two tuples in TblD,
〈a, g, 1〉 and 〈b, g, 1〉, by joining which we have a more
accurate estimation as

δ̃LLSdb
(a, b) = 1 + 1 < 3 = δ̃LLSmem(a, b)

g is a local landmark providing a shortcut between a, b.
For the memory based LS, if we set c = 0, it will

report the same estimated distance as LLSdb, since both
of them essentially find shortcuts between two query nodes
by joining two partial trees without edge expansion. From
this perspective, it is not surprising that LLSdb achieves a
better accuracy than LLSmem.

5.2 Local Search on Relational Database

We now study how to implement local search on relational
database, denoted as LSdb.

5.2.1 Database Schema For LSdb

We create another table TblG which stores the graph edges
E and serves for online expansion. We define the schema
TblG schema = (s, t, d) where e(s, t) ∈ E represents an
edge and d = w(s, t) is the edge weight. (s, t) is designated
as the primary key to support efficient selection and join
operations on them. For a graph G(V,E, w), we insert all
edges in E and a self-loop for each node in V to TblG:

TblG ← {〈u, v, w(u, v)〉|(u, v) ∈ E} ∪ {〈v, v, 0〉|v ∈ V }
The purpose of adding self-loops will be made clear shortly.

5.2.2 LSdb Query
We define two slightly different local search queries:
unidirectional-expansion, denoted as LSdbu, and
bidirectional-expansion, denoted as LSdbb. We first
express LSdbu in relational algebra as follows.

δ̃LSdbu
(x, y) ← Gmin(t1.d+TblG.d+t2.d)(ρt1(σs=x(TblD))

./t1.t=TblG.s TblG

./TblG.t=t2.t ρt2(σs=y(TblD))) (9)

It is composed of two join operations. The tuples selected
by σs=x(TblD) correspond to a set of shortest paths orig-
inating from x to some graph nodes t1.t. The first join
operator expands these shortest paths from x by one edge
with the condition t1.t = TblG.s, and the second join
operator connects the expanded paths with the shortest
paths originating from y with the condition TblG.t = t2.t.
Conversely if we perform the second join operation before
the first join, this corresponds to expanding the shortest
paths originating from y and then connecting them with
the shortest paths from x. The final result will be the same
regardless of the join order. Here we do not explicitly
specify a join order and leave it to DBMS. The aggregation
operator Gmin finds the minimum t1.d+TblG.d+ t2.d over
all joined tuples.

Note that if t1 has a tuple 〈x, v, δ(x, v)〉 and t2 has a
tuple 〈y, v, δ(y, v)〉, v ∈ V , then LSdbu will join these
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two tuples through an intermediate tuple 〈v, v, 0〉 corre-
sponding to a self-loop on v and generate a distance
of δ(x, v) + 0 + δ(y, v). This actually performs no edge
expansion and is the same as LLSdb. Thus the purpose of
including self-loops in TblG is to allow both edge expansion
and no expansion, with the hope to generate more accurate
distance estimations.

Next we define the bidirectional-expansion LSdbb in
relational algebra as follows.

δ̃LSdbb
(x, y) ← Gmin(t1.d+g1.d+g2.d+t2.d)

(ρt1(σs=x(TblD)) ./t1.t=g1.s ρg1(TblG)
./g1.t=g2.s ρg2(TblG)
./g2.t=t2.t ρt2(σs=y(TblD))) (10)

LSdbb expands the shortest paths from both x and y
by one edge respectively through the first and third join
operators, and connects the expanded paths by the second
join operator. It is similar to the memory based local search
with the search width c = 1. We do not consider further
edge expansions, as that would lead to an explosive number
of joined tuples.

Here we use one example to illustrate the local
search process unidirectional-expansion and bidirectional-
expansion.

x
y

a b

c
d

e f g

h p

d

l1 l2

l3z

(a) LSdbu

x
y

a b

c
d

e f g

h p

d

l1 l2

l3z

(b) LSdbb

Fig. 9. unidirectional-expansion and bidirectional-
expansion

Example 4: LSdbu performs unidirectional-expansion
and evaluates all possible paths between a and b in Figure
9(a). LSdbb, on the other hand, performs bidirectional-
expansion and evaluates all possible paths in Figure 9(b).
The yellow shade in figures illustrates (in an abstract way)
that each node in the dashed path is also expanded to
include its 1-hop neighbor. In this example, LSdbb can find
the true shortest path P (a, b) = (a, e, f, g, b). The search
space of LSdbu is a subset of that of LSdbb, thus LSdbu is
less accurate than LSdbb but with shorter response time.

LSdbb contains three join operations. The built-in query
optimization in RDB may generate a query plan by spec-
ifying a join order. It may reduce the intermediate joined
results only, but cannot reduce the total number of final
joined tuples before aggregation. The final joined results
can be huge, thus cause an unacceptable query response
time. Let us see an example as follows.

Example 5: Figure 10 shows three tables t1, g1 and
t1 ./t1.t=g1.s g1. t1 contains shortest paths between x
and nodes a1, a2, . . . , ap, each of which can be joined

with a tuple in g1 leading to the same node m. Thus
the join result contains p tuples denoting paths between
x and m with different distances t1.d + g1.d (the distance
column t1.d + g1.d is omitted in Figure 10 due to lack
of space). Similarly, Figure 11 shows tables g2, t2 and
g2 ./g2.t=t2.t t2. The join result contains q tuples denoting
paths between m and y with different distances g2.d+ t2.d
(the distance column g2.d + t2.d is omitted in Figure 11
due to lack of space).

When we join these two intermediate results using the
condition g1.t = g2.s, we totally get p × q tuples denot-
ing different paths between x and y. By aggregation on
min(t1.d + g1.d + g2.d + t2.d), only one tuple with the
smallest distance will be returned. Thus all but one of these
tuples are a waste of effort. We should try to reduce the
intermediate result size before the final join.

s t d
x a1 d1

x a2 d2

... ... ...
x ap dp

t1

s t d
a1 m d′1
a2 m d′2
... ... ...
ap m d′p

g1

t1.s t1.t g1.t
x a1 m
x a2 m
... ... ...
x ap m

t1 ./t1.t=g1.s g1

Fig. 10. Table t1 Joins g1

s t d
m b1 e1

m b2 e2

... ... ...
m bq eq

g2

s t d
y b1 e′1
y b2 e′2
... ... ...
y bq e′q

t2

g2.s g2.t t2.s
m b1 y
m b2 y
... ... ...
m bq y

g2 ./g2.t=t2.t t2

Fig. 11. Table g2 Joins t2

Optimization of LSdbb: With careful analysis, we optimize
LSdbb as follows:

δ̃LSdbb
(x, y) ← Gmin(d1+t2.d+g2.d)

((g1.tGmin(t1.d+g1.d) as d1

(ρt1(σs=x(TblD)) ./t1.t=g1.s ρg1(TblG)))
./g1.t=g2.s (ρg2(TblG)
./g2.t=t2.t ρt2(σs=y(TblD)))) (11)

The major optimization is the early evaluation on
ρt1(σs=x(TblD)) ./t1.t=g1.s ρg1(TblG) by the inner aggre-
gation operation g1.tGmin(t1.d+g1.d). The aggregation oper-
ation groups the joined tuples by their destination g1.t, and
for each distinct g1.t, the tuples with non-minimum distance
on t1.d + g1.d are eliminated, as these tuples cannot lead
to a path with the minimum distance, when further joining
with g2 and t2. In Figure 10, this means we only keep one
tuple 〈x, ai,m, di + d′i〉 for m in the joined table where
di + d′i is the minimum among all tuples. This tuple will
join with tuples in table g2 ./g2.t=t2.t t2 in Figure 11 and
produce only q joined tuples, instead of p× q. Finally the
outer aggregation operation will return the tuple with the
minimum distance on (t1.d + g1.d + g2.d + t2.d). This
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optimization greatly boosts the query efficiency by 5 to
70 times in our experiment.

Interestingly, we do not apply the same inner aggre-
gation on the join results of g2 ./g2.t=t2.t t2. Actually
we have tested that possibility and it turns out to be
slower than the current version. The reason is when one
side is aggregated, the join becomes an injection; then
aggregating the other side will not reduce the number
of tuples generated/evaluated but increase the overhead of
inner aggregation evaluation.

5.2.3 Accuracy Analysis

In terms of the distance estimation accuracy, we have

δ̃LSdbb
(x, y) ≤ δ̃LSdbu

(x, y) ≤ δ̃LLSdb
(x, y)

The proof can be sketched as follows. LSdbu can subsume
LLSdb by joining two tuples 〈x, v, δ(x, v)〉, 〈y, v, δ(y, v)〉
in TblD, for an arbitrary v ∈ V , through a self-loop tuple
〈v, v, 0〉, which generates an estimated distance δ(x, v) +
0 + δ(y, v). Similarly, LSdbb subsumes LLSdb through
joining the above two tuples with a self-loop twice, i.e.,
joining 〈x, v, δ(x, v)〉, 〈v, v, 0〉, 〈v, v, 0〉 with 〈y, v, δ(y, v)〉.
LSdbb subsumes LSdbu through joining with a self-loop
and a graph edge, i.e., joining 〈x, v, δ(x, v)〉, 〈v, v, 0〉,
〈v, u, δ(v, u)〉, with 〈y, u, δ(y, u)〉. Based on the aggrega-
tion operator Gmin, we prove the result. But in terms of
query complexity, LSdbb is the highest, and LLSdb is the
lowest. The three RDB approaches LLSdb, LSdbu and LSdbb

are trade-offs between query time and accuracy. A user can
choose one method based on his needs.

6 EXPERIMENT

We compare our query-dependent local landmark scheme
with global landmark embedding. We present extensive
experimental results in terms of accuracy, query efficiency
and index size on six large networks. All algorithms were
implemented in C++ and tested on a Windows server using
one 2.67 GHz CPU and 128 GB memory.

6.1 Dataset Description

We use four social networks or webgraphs: Slashdot1,
Google Webgraph2, Youtube [18], and Flickr [18], and two
road networks: NYRN3 and USARN3. Table 1 lists the
network statistics. |V | and |E| represent the node and edge
numbers in the original graph, while |V ′| and |E′| represent
the numbers in the compressed graph. As we can see, our
proposed graph compression technique effectively reduces
the node number by 38% − 73%. Our embedding index
is constructed on the compressed graph. We also sample
10, 000 node pairs in each network and show the average
shortest distance δ.

1. http://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-Slashdot0902.html
2. http://snap.stanford.edu/data/web-Google.html
3. http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/∼challenge9/download.shtml

TABLE 1
Network Statistics

Dataset |V | |E| |V ′| |E′| δ
Slashdot 77,360 905,468 36,012 752,478 4.1146
Google 875,713 5,105,039 449,341 4,621,002 7.4607
Youtube 1,157,827 4,945,382 313,479 4,082,046 5.3317
Flickr 1,846,198 22,613,981 493,525 18,470,294 5.5439
NYRN 264,346 733,846 164,843 532,264 27km
USARN 23,947,347 58,333,344 7,911,536 24,882,476 1522km

6.2 Comparison Methods and Metrics

We compare the following embedding methods: (1) Global
Landmark Scheme (GLS), (2) Local Landmark Scheme
(LLS) and (3) Local Search (LS) with c = 1. For global
landmark selection, we use random selection and closeness
centrality based selection [12]. We use two landmark set
sizes k = 20 and k = 50 in our experiments.

We use the relative error |δ̃(s,t)−δ(s,t)|
δ(s,t) to evaluate the

quality of an estimated distance for a query (s, t). As it
is expensive to exhaustively test all node pairs in a large
network, we randomly sample 10, 000 node pairs in each
graph as queries and compute the average relative error on
the sample set. In addition, we test the query processing
time and the embedding index size.

In the following, we first compare the memory based im-
plementations of different methods, and then the relational
database based implementations.

6.3 Memory-based Implementations

6.3.1 Average Relative Error

Table 2 shows the average relative error (AvgErr) of GLS,
LLS and LS with different global landmark sets selected by
Random and Centrality.

LLS reduces the AvgErr of GLS by a large margin in
all cases. Under Random landmark selection strategy, the
AvgErr of LLS is one order of magnitude smaller than
that of GLS on most graphs; while under Centrality, LLS
reduces the AvgErr by 40% compared with GLS on average.
Furthermore, in most cases the AvgErr of LLS with k = 20
landmarks is even lower than that of GLS with k = 50
landmarks, and at the same time, LLS (k = 20) has a
smaller embedding index size than GLS (k = 50) (see the
GLS and LLS bars in Figure 12(b)). This result demonstrates
that selecting more global landmarks for GLS (e.g., k = 50)
and using more index space do not necessarily achieve a
better estimation accuracy than LLS (k = 20). Thus simply
selecting more landmarks for GLS may not be an effective
solution, as the main bottleneck of GLS is caused by the
query-independent landmark embedding.

LS achieves the best performance in all cases. Its AvgErr
is between 0 and the scale of 10−3 in most cases. In
particular, in social networks the average distance is usually
very small, according to the famous rule of “six degrees of
separation”. Thus by a local search with 1-hop expansion,
the expanded trees rooted at both query nodes are very
likely to intersect, which helps to find a very short path, or
even the shortest path, between the query nodes.
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TABLE 2
Average Relative Error

k = 20 k = 50
SlashD Google Youtube Flickr NYRN USARN SlashD Google Youtube Flickr NYRN USARN

Random
GLS 0.6309 0.5072 0.6346 0.5131 0.1825 0.1121 0.4535 0.4750 0.4549 0.4559 0.1188 0.0632
LLS 0.1423 0.0321 0.0637 0.0814 0.0246 0.0786 0.0727 0.0142 0.0391 0.0444 0.0103 0.0241
LS 0.0000 0.0046 0.0009 0.0001 0.0071 0.0090 0.0000 0.0022 0.0003 0.0001 0.0042 0.0030

Centrality
GLS 0.1520 0.0426 0.0595 0.0567 0.6458 1.5599 0.1385 0.0245 0.0461 0.0524 0.6133 0.7422
LLS 0.1043 0.0290 0.0489 0.0503 0.1536 0.4708 0.0663 0.0140 0.0334 0.0284 0.1533 0.4505
LS 0.0001 0.0074 0.0010 0.0003 0.1479 0.4703 0.0000 0.0037 0.0005 0.0000 0.1455 0.4483

10−4

10−2

1

100 k=20
10−4

10−2

1

100

Slashdot Google Youtube Flickr NYRN USARN
k=50
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Fig. 12. Query Time and Index Size Comparison

One point worth noting is that, the state-of-the-art tech-
niques for computing shortest paths and shortest distances
on road networks have achieved controlled error rate and
low complexities, with the aid of coordinates [19], [20].
As LLS and LS are designed for general graphs, the per-
formance improvement by our methods is more significant
on social networks than on road networks.

6.3.2 Online Query Time

Figure 12(a) shows the query time in milliseconds of
different methods in log scale – GLS, LLS and LS on
the compressed graph, LLSori and LSori on the original
uncompressed graph. According to our analysis in Section
3.3, the online query complexity is O(|S|) for both GLS
and LLS. Even in the largest graph USARN with 24 million
nodes, it only costs 0.196 milliseconds for LLS to process
one query when k = 50. In most cases, LLS is 2− 4 times
slower than GLS, which is a very small factor.

As LS performs online tree expansion and search in query
processing, the query time largely depends on the network
size. For example, it costs 0.158 milliseconds to process
one query in Slashdot, but 58 milliseconds in USARN when
k = 20, as the node number of USARN is about 310 times
larger than that of Slashdot.

We can also observe that LLS reduces the query time
of LLSori by 23% – 70%. The main reason is that graph
compression reduces the index size, thus increases the
locality of memory access and reduces the amortized time
per memory access. Similarly, LS reduces the query time
of LSori by 32% on average, as the graph compression
prevents LS from expanding the partial tree to tree/chain
nodes unnecessarily.

6.3.3 Index Size
Figure 12(b) shows the index size in MB of different
methods in log scale – GLS, LLS and LS on the compressed
graph, LLSori and LSori on the original uncompressed
graph. The index size of LLS is about 2 times that of GLS,
as LLS needs to store extra information including shortest
path trees and RMQ index tables. LS uses a little extra
space compared with LLS, as LS needs to store the original
graph in memory for edge expansion and local search.
Nevertheless, we can see that our LLS and LS methods use
moderate index sizes even for very large networks, e.g., an
index of 10 GB (when k = 50) on USARN with 24 million
nodes. We can also observe that the index size of LLS and
LS is significantly smaller than that of LLSori and LSori,
and it is reduced by 63% on average, which is consistent
with the graph compression ratio in Table 1.

In terms of the index construction time of LLS, it takes
less than 1 minute in most cases, while the longest one
takes 354.7 seconds on USARN when k = 50.

6.3.4 Distance Sensitive Relative Error
We evaluate the performance of GLS, LLS and LS on
queries in different shortest distance ranges. For each net-
work, we sort the 10, 000 sample queries in the increasing
order of their actual shortest distances and find the 20th,
40th, 60th, 80th and 100th percentiles of the shortest
distance. Based on this, we partition the 10, 000 queries
into 5 intervals, each containing 20 percent of the queries.
We evaluate the AvgErr in Figure 13 for queries whose
shortest distances fall into the five intervals respectively.
For each network we adopt the best landmark selection
heuristic, i.e., Centrality for social networks and Random
for road networks. We set k = 50.
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Fig. 13. Average Relative Error on Queries with Shortest Distance in Different Ranges

We observe that LLS outperforms GLS in all distance
ranges on all networks. The improvement is most significant
for queries whose shortest distances are within the 20th
percentile. This demonstrates that LLS can provide very ac-
curate estimation for nearby query nodes while GLS cannot.
In particular, we observe that on the two road networks, the
improvement of LLS over GLS within the 20th percentile
is about 10 times or more, which is very substantial. This
is because the road networks have large diameters. If two
query nodes are nearby but distant from global landmarks,
GLS will provide a very inaccurate distance estimation.
In contrast, social networks usually have a fairly small
diameter, which guarantees that the global landmarks will
not be too far from the query nodes. Therefore, on the social
networks, the improvement by LLS is around 2 times within
the 20th percentile.

The performance of LS remains very stable in all distance
ranges. The AvgErr of LS is zero or close to zero on most
networks. We also observe that, on dense networks with
large average degrees, e.g., Slashdot and Flickr, local search
with neighbor expansion is particularly effective in finding
the (nearly) shortest paths. The AvgErr of LS on Slashdot
is zero in all distance ranges.

6.4 Relational Database based Implementations
In this experiment, we study the performance of local land-
mark scheme implemented on relational database. Specif-
ically we compare LLSdb, LSdbu and LSdbb and report
relative error, query time, index construction time and index
size. 20 randomly selected global landmarks are used. We
use Oracle Database 11g, Edition release 11.2.0.1.0 and
connect to it through ODBC interface. The disk quota for
Oracle system is 100 GB. We find in our experiments that
the index size for USARN exceeds the 100 GB disk quota,
so we only report results on the other five networks.

6.4.1 Average Relative Error
Figure 14 shows the average relative error of LLSdb, LSdbu

and LSdbb on five networks. LSdbb has the most accurate
estimation. It has zero error on SlashDot and Youtube, and
average error at 10−4–10−3 scale on the other networks.
The online bidirectional search in LSdbb reduces the error
of LLSdb by 93% on social networks on average. LSdbb

also outperforms LSdbu. The reduction of relative error is
the most remarkable on SlashDot, Google, and Flickr, i.e.,
100%, 76%, and 99%, respectively. In addition, LSdbu has
the second best performance. It outperforms LLSdb with a

reduction of relative error by 76% on social networks on
average. Note that the error on NYRN is the same for all
three methods. This shows that on a network with a large
diameter, local search within 1 or 2-hop neighborhood does
not help find a shortcut. But on social networks with much
smaller diameters, local search can reduce the relative error
substantially.

In Section 5.1.3 we have proved that LLSdb has better
precision than LLSmem. When we compare the average
error of LLSdb and LLSmem (in Table 2, under 20 random
global landmarks), we find LLSdb reduces the relative error
by 31% on average. In particular, on NYRN dataset, the
average error of LLSdb is only 1

3 that of LLSmem. This result
verifies that LLSdb is more accurate than LLSmem.
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6.4.2 Online Query Time
We report the query time of the three approaches in Figure
15 in milliseconds. LLSdb uses the least query time. The
query time of LSdbu is 6.67 times that of LLSdb on average.
As a disk-based solution with fairly good precision, LSdbu

only uses 13.5 ms query time on average on the five
networks, which is very cost effective. As for LSdbb, it
spends 8 times longer query time than LSdbu on most
networks. Still it spends less than 90.9 ms on 4 out of
5 graphs for query processing, which is also quite small
for a disk-based algorithm.
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6.4.3 Index Size
Figure 16 reports the index size on the disk in MB. LSdbu

and LSdbb use the same disk space since both of them use
tables TblD and TblG, thus we use LSdb to represent both of
them. LSdb uses slightly more space than LLSdb since it has
to store the TblG table. The index size of all social networks
are within 1 GB in most cases. However, the index size of
NYRN is as large as 8.9 GB although it is a small network
with only 264K nodes. This is because the diameter of
NYRN is large while that of social networks is a small
value (less than 8 on the networks in our experiment). The
index time of LLSdb and LSdb shows a similar trend with
their index size, as almost all the index time is spent on
database insertion operations on TblD and TblG.
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Fig. 16. Index Size and Index Time of RDB Algorithms

6.4.4 Comparison with TreeSketch
In this experiment, we compare LSdbb with TreeSketch
[14], a sketch-based method implemented in RDF graph
database provided by the authors. Figure 14 shows that
LSdbb reduces the average error of TreeSketch by a large
margin. LSdbb has zero error on SlashDot and Youtube. On
the other three networks, the average error of LSdbb is 2–
7 times smaller than that of TreeSketch. Figure 15 shows
that the query time of LSdbb is 2–45 times shorter than
that of TreeSketch on four out of five graphs. Furthermore,
Figure 16 shows the index time and index size of both
LSdbb (denoted as LSdb) and TreeSketch, from which we
can see LSdbb uses much smaller index size and shorter
index time on most graphs than TreeSketch. One reason
for the smaller index size is that we apply our graph
compression technique in LSdbb, but TreeSketch does not
have the compression. We also find the implementation of
TreeSketch incurs an unnecessary index overhead due to
the way RDF3x constructs all possible index configurations
which are not really needed for the shortest path estima-
tion. In conclusion, LSdbb outperforms TreeSketch in all
aspects.

7 RELATED WORK

Graph embedding techniques have been widely used to
estimate the distance between two nodes in a graph in
many applications including road networks [7], [11], social

networks and web graphs [10], [12], [13], [14], [15] as well
as the Internet [5], [6]. Shahabi et al. [7] utilize Linial,
London and Robinovich (LLR) embedding to estimate the
distance between two nodes. Kriegel et al. [11] propose
a hierarchical reference node embedding approach which
organizes reference nodes in multiple levels for a better
scalability. Potamias et al. [12] formulate the reference node
selection problem to selecting nodes with high betweenness
centrality. [5] proposes an architecture, called IDMaps,
which measures and disseminates distance information on
the global Internet. [8] defines a notion of slack – a certain
fraction of all distances that may be arbitrarily distorted
as a performance guarantee based on randomly selected
reference nodes. [9] and its follow-up studies [13], [14]
provide a (2k − 1)-approximate distance estimation with
O(kn1+1/k) memory for any integer k ≥ 1. To summarize,
the major differences between the above methods lie in the
following aspects: (1) landmark selection – some [8], [9],
[10], [13], [14] select landmarks randomly, while others [5],
[6], [11], [12] use heuristics; (2) landmark organization –
some methods organize landmarks in multiple levels [9],
[11], [13], [14], while other methods use a flat landmark
embedding; and (3) an error bound or not – [8], [9],
[13], [14], [15] analyze the error bound of the estimated
distances, while most of the other methods have no error
bounds or guarantees of the estimated distances.

There have been a lot of studies on computing shortest
paths and processing k-nearest neighbor queries in spatial
networks. Papadias et al. [21] use the Euclidean distance
as a lower bound to prune the search space and guide
the network expansion for refinement. Kolahdouzan and
Shahabi [22] propose to use first order Voronoi diagram
to answer KNN queries in spatial networks. Jagadish et
al. [23] compress high-dimensional data points to one-
dimensional values based on a set of well selected reference
nodes and then apply range search using a B+ tree index to
answer KNN queries. Hu et al. [24] propose an index, called
distance signature, which associates approximate distances
from one object to all the other objects in the network,
for distance computation and query processing. Samet et
al. [25] build a shortest path quadtree to support k-nearest
neighbor queries in spatial networks. For a spatial network
of dimension d, [19], [20] can retrieve an ε-approximation
distance estimation in O(log n) time using an index termed
path-distance oracle of size O(n ·max(sd, 1

ε

d)). [26] pro-
poses TEDI, an indexing and query processing scheme
for the shortest path query based on tree decomposition.
Based on incremental construction of a shortest path tree,
[27] monitors a type of nearest neighbor query, called
continuous detour query (CDQ), on road networks.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel shortest path tree based
local landmark scheme, which finds a node close to the
query nodes as a query-specific local landmark for a trian-
gulation based shortest distance estimation. Specifically, a
local landmark is defined as the LCA of the query nodes in
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a shortest path tree rooted at a global landmark. Efficient
algorithms for indexing and retrieving LCAs are introduced,
which achieve low offline indexing complexity and online
query complexity. This strategy significantly reduces the
distance estimation error, compared with global landmark
embedding. We also study the local landmark scheme on
relational database for better scalability. Extensive exper-
imental results on large-scale social networks and road
networks demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of
the proposed local landmark scheme.
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